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DearGeorgette, 
Oct 7 Ll'iti} 

This i s a draft ofthle 'Peech I was telling you about -- which is 
to be pre sented byDr Steve Zatuchni, a former doctoral student and 
t eaching ass i stant of min e . 

This may be of int eres t to Ma. rc. 

COUld you pl ease have himxerox i f he IV ould like a copy and 
r eturn this to me for my f ile s . 

Note esp the l ast page , reference to ending of Age of Oil--and 
);,hus the oi l embargo pressures on U. S . pol icy --in the future. 
"he repl acement to beinformation technol ogy. This re l ates to my 
o~n work in t hat re ga rd, particul arly re new towns, wi red cities 
("he Czechs had somethirll< similar in mim for their th90retical 
construcf-, newtown of Etarea, whi ch site I analyzed on one of my 
Czech visits). S.u ch wou l d greatly reduce dependence on phYSical 
transport of peopl e to ,vorkpl ace , thus lesseningd ependence on 
autos , o i l , etc. .. 

A l org analys i s, to be sure . But somethirg that, th;'u lessening 
the int ernational impact of the 011 weapon, coul d beof maj or 
s i gnificance for U.S . poll cy and Israe 1 ... >\ 

Best , 
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"ON DETERRENCE" 

BY 
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We are currently in the midst of a national debate about 

thermonuclear weapons. The Reagan administration seeks funds for improved 

warheads and delivery vehicles, while the opposition pushes for a nuclear 

freeze. Both positions ignore the concept of deterrence, which is the 

espoused military philQsophy of the United States. 

The arguments instead center upon whether the United States has 

a "superior," "adequate" or "inferior" strategic arsenal .• These adjectives 

are irrelevant to national security. Their widespread use thus demonstrates 

the need to explain deterrence. 

To deter is to discourage by fear. since the early 1950s, deterrence 

has been the means by which the United States ensures ·its freedom from 

attack. More precisely, the United States uses deterrence to dissuade the 

Soviet Union from specific actions by increasing the risks associated with 

those actions to t~e extent wherein they exceed any possible benefit. 

Deterrence is not defense. Deterrence seeks to avoid war. Defense 

is concerned with waging war. This distinction in historically demonstrable. 

The Crown of Scotland once warned: "No one strikes me with impunity." 

Colonial flags bore the ·picture of a rattlesnake and the legend: "Don't 

tread on me." However, it was no t until the advent of atomic weapons and 

their thermonuclear desc~ndants that the concept of deterrence evolved into 

both a nationa1 doctrine and a strategic theory. 

Practically, deterrence relies upon two factors: sufficiency and 

credibility. Sufficiency refers to the actual military strength of the 

United States. Credibility is a subjective assessment of strength as perceived 

by the Soviet Union, and the will of the United States to use that strength. 

Therefore, a small strategic arsenal controlled by a bellicose President 

could be a more effective deterrent than a large arsenal controlled by a 

weak Chief Executive. 

An effort to quantify these abstruse concepts has been made by 

defense theorists and the military. They have determined which "sufficiency 

criteria" are essential for a successful deterrent posture. 

The first sufficiency criterion is that the United States possess 
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enough weapons systems to inflict "unacceptable damages" upon the Soviet 

Union. This necessitates a degree of planned "overkill" so tha,t qualitative 

problems (such as launch failures and trajectory errors) and Soviet defenses 

can be surmounted. However, it is difficult to predict with certainty what 

the Soviet Union considers to be "unacceptable damages." 

For example, twenty million fatalities might be ~egarded as a 

"reasonable price" to pay for global dominion. Therefore, United States 

deterrent forces have generally been directed at civilian population 

centers. This increases the risks of war so much that the very existence 

of the Soviet Union could be jeopardized. The need to target cities is also 

the reason why civil defense programs are construed as being contributing 

factors in the overall strategic balance. 

The second sufficiency criterion is the ability to inflict 

unacceptable damages after the United States has withstood a sneak attack, 

or first strike (euphemistically referred to as' "BOOB," Bolt OUt Of · the Blue). 

The survivabili~y of deterrent forces enables the United States to launch a 

second, or retaliatory; strike. 

These two criteria combine to produce what former Secretary of 

Defense Robert ' s. McNamara called an "assured destruction capability . " 

"The cornerstone of our strategic policy 

continues to be to deter nuclear attack 

upon the United States or its allies. We 

do this by maintaining a highly reliable 

ability to inflict unacceptable damage upon 

any aggressor ... even after absorbing a 

surprise first strike." 

(The Essence of Security : Reflections in Office. 
New York: HaTPer & Row. p. 52) 

The final sufficiency criterion is that the United States have 

enough faith in its second strike ability to assume a "wait and see "" 

attitude." The lack of such confidence is a destabilizing influence. 

If the united States did not have faith in its second strike 

ability, then there would be strong incentive to use our deterrent forces 
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at the first opportunity, before they could be destroyed. Survivability 

is thus the core of the launch-an-warning debate. It is also a repudiation 

of the Reagan administration arguments for improved weapons systems. 

Improved weapons systems need not be less vulnerable. The United 

States would achieve a greater measure of security if, as deterrence 

dictates, more survivable- as opposed to more powerful- weapons systems 

were designed. A relatively invulnerable, aging missile is of more deterrent 

value than a relatively vulnerable, modern missile. 

It is therefore appropriate to deduce that the bulk of MX funding be 

diverted to strengthening existing missile bases. There is also the matter 

of the destabilizing influence of more powerful weapons systems (infra). 

Similarly, the procurement of greater quantities of less capable missiles 

might be desirable because of the resulting enhancement of deterrent force 

survivability (owing to the greater number of missile locations which must be 

destroyed in a first strike). However, the import of these observations 

appears to be irrelevant to the " Reagan administration, and "not newsworthy" 

to the media. 

The mere possession of survivable strategic forces is not enough 

for a successful deterrent posture. This is because the Soviet Union must 

be aware of the precise threat posed by these weapons systems. 

It does not matter if the United States has the absolute capabili~y to 

obliterate the Soviet Union if the Soviet Union does not believe we have both 

that capability and the will to use it. The "Soviet Union, as every other 

nation, has no alternative other than to act in accord with its perceptions. 

Perceptions constitute the essence of deterrence: credibility. 

Obviously, then, deterrence is a psychological phenomenon. 

The phenomenon is complicated by the fact that a successful deterrent 

will never be used. If it is used, then it has failed in its purpose of 

deterring. Thus, there can be no historical example of a completely reliable 

thermonuclear deterrent. This poses a severe problem for policy-planners, 

namely: How i~ it P9ssible to increase the credibility of deterrence? 

The accepted answer to the question is to increase the risks which 

the United States, the deterring nation, would suffer as a direct result 

of Soviet aggression. Therefore, the United States has deployed substantial 
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forces in Europe. The rationale ,is that the United States would be forced 

to respond massively to avenge the deaths of the hundreds of thousands of 

American citizens who would be the first victims of Soviet aggression. 

Unfortunately, the rationale is illogical. 

Every nation expects to lose some of its soldiers-- the hundreds 

of thousands of American citizens-- in a war . Their deaths would not 

necessitate the use of United States deterrent forces. Simply put, the 

United States might well regard the deaths of 100,000 people as 

"acceptable damages" if the alternative was a direct attack against the 

United States resulting in at least 20,000,000 deaths. 

This is the reason why the nations of Europe could not, during 

the 19505, aqree upon a multinational deterrent force. It is also why 

Great Britain and France established their own thermo~uclear arsenals, 

and West Germany allows the stationing of themonuclear weapons on its soil. 

Some theorists have proposed that credibility may be enhanced by 

policy ·statements . The proposal does not work. If it did, then frequent 

United States declaratir;ms as to the supreme import.ance of western Europe 

would obviate the need for European deterrent forces . 

The Reagan administration now argues that deterrence may be 

improved by achieving strategic superiority. This is why billions of 

dollars are being spent on United States strategic forces. The reasoning 

is specious. 

If Soviet strategic forces are superior to those of the United 

States, as the Reagan administration declares ..... hen it speaks of a "windo ..... 

of vulnerability," then United States deterrent capability has decreased . 

This is not the case. 

As long as the United States maintains enough · ..... eapons systems to 

absorb a first strike and then inflict unacceptable damages upon the 

soviet Union, its deterrent posture is both sufficient and credible. 

Strategic superiority becomes important only ..... hen it is so overwhelming 

as to alIa ..... a devastating, 100% successful first strike. 

The achievement of such superiority would require massive funding 
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over a lengthy period of time. The effort would be highly visible through 

the use of "spy satellites" and numerous other. devices. 

If the United States saw such a Soviet effort, then it would have 

a tremendous, perhaps compelling, incentive to launch its own first strike. 

The same rationale applies to similar United States efforts. Therefore, 

the basic dictate of deterrence is applicable, namely: The risk of attempting 

to achieve strategic superiority far exceeds any possible benefit. 

The alleged political benefits of strategic 'superiority are also 

demonstrably false. For example, the Berlin Blockade, the Korean War and 

the CUban Missile Crisis all occured when the United States had a.bsolute, 

unqUestioned strategic superiority. The reason for this is simple: none 

of those or countless other "incidents" were of such momentous proportion 

that the United States or the Soviet union was willing to risk its own 

destruction. 

Deterrent forces have the ability to either keep the Soviet union 

and the United States at a stalemate, or destroy them both. They are 

used or not used. There is no middle ground. 

Perhaps the only means of improving credibility is to .develop 

more advanced weapons systems. This was due initially to the nature of 

offensive weapons systems, and now to the pending development of effective 

defensive weapons systems. Indeed, the importance of weapons systems is 

such that their nature determines deterrent posture. This theory is 

historically demonstrable. 

During the late 19405 and early 1950s, atomic bombs were relatively 

crude and few in number. Most of them were deployed on delivery vehicles 

which were vulnerable to air defenses. (It should be noted that the 

most promising delivery vehicle of that time, the Northrup "Flying Wing ,." 

. was cancelled by the Department of Defense, presumably for political 

reasons. A similar fate awaited the successors to the X-IS project, several 

years later.) Atomic bombs were thus re.garded · as only another weapon in 

the arsenal. Their use was threatened successfully to force a ceasefire, 

a political stalemate, in the Korean War. 
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When Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles, ICBMs, and nuclear 

devices- which use atomic bombs as their "triggers"- were developed, 

the united States ennunciated the deterrence doctrine of "Massive Retaliation." 

Early ICBMs were inaccurate. They required several hours to fuel, 

target and launch. Thus they were useful primarily against static targets 

such as cities. A city could be attacked only in a general war, and so 

Massive Retaliation was the only credible deterrent posture- quite literally, 

"all or nothing." 

ICBMs improved. They were propelled by solid fuel, which was 

already encased in the missile, could · be targeted more quickly, and, 

most important, became reasonably accurate. At the same time, nuclear 

devices became "cleaner," producing less radioactive fallout. It became 

possible to laun.ch effective attacks aga·inst military targets. Cities 

could be spared. Thus, "Flexible Response" was proclaimed by the Kennedy 

administration to be the deterrence doctrine of the United States. 

Further improvements across the spectrum of United States deterrent 

forces combined with practical politics to cause the Nixon administration 

to ennunciate "Realistic Deterrence." These improvements coincided with 

the ability to wage a highly-limited, theater (or, tactical) nuclear war. 

A more "flexible," "realistic" response could be offered in strict accord 

with the level of aggression. 

No new deterrence doctrine has since been implemented. This is 

due to the fact that weapons systems have not yet qualitatively improved 

beyond the level of Realistic Deterrence. That is changing. 

The Reagan administration is now developing the MX. and TRIDENT 0-5 

ICBM and SLBM. These missiles will enhance United States deterrent posture 

because their basing modes offer greater survivability. However, they may 

also serve to destabilize the strategic balance between the United States 

and. the Soviet union to the extent that a thermonuclear exchange becomes 

probable. 

Both the MX and the D-5 are accurate and powerful . Accuracy is a 

key factor in determining strategic strength . A Soviet missile silo could 
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be destroyed by even a small warhead if it detonated at pointblank range. 

The greater the accuracy of the ICBM and its warheads, the less explosive 

power required. As a rough rule of' thumb, halving the aiming error doubles 

the effective explosive size of the warhead . Thus did Soviet ICBMs once 

carry massive warheads (equivalent to 20,000,000 tons of TNT, or 20 megatons) 

in order to compensate for their ~ccuracy. 

MX and 0-5 promise the ability to deliver warheads with a Circular 

Error ;Probability (CEP) measured in feet. The CEP is a circle drawn around 

the target in which 50% of the incoming warheads will detonate. 

The most hardened Soviet military targets will be vulnerable to 

MX and 0-5 attack. Underground targets could be attacked with the new, 

"earth-penetrator" warheads now under development. The earth-penetrators 

will be capable of driving twelve stories underground before detonation. 

Furthermore, MX ~d 0-5 are more powerful than the missiles they 

will replace. This means that they will carry more warheads, and thus 

threaten more Soviet targets. 

As weapons systems have enhanced deter~ent P9sture. so wi~l they 

destabilize it. If MX and 0-5 are deployed in sufficient quantities to 

enable planning a first strike, then the Soviet Union will be provided 

with a tremendous incentive to attack now, before the threat materializes. 

The public announcements of the Reagan administration bolster Soviet hawks. 

In lobbying for increased defense expenditures, the Reagan administration 

points to a "window of vulnerability." This "window" refers to the mid-l980s. 

when the relative Soviet strategic advantage is alleged to be greatest. The 

prudent Soviet strategist will argue that a Soviet first strike should be 

launched sometime between 1984 and 1987, before the united States opens a 

Soviet "window of vulnerability." 

Other destabilizing influences are evidenced by anti-satellite 

weapons, and high energy lasers and particle beams. Anti-satellite weapons 

threaten the sudden destruction of the bulk of Soviet and United States 

warning and_ communications satellites. If either country was rendered, 

quite literally, senseless by the loss of Lts satellites, then that 

country would have no viable alternative other than to assume a first strike 
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had been launched. Similarly, a known capability for either the United States 

or the Soviet union to destroy the other's satellites would support an 

argument for a pre-emptive first strike . 

Prototypes of high energy lasers and particle beam weapons are 

already in operation. united States models have shot down target drones 

and air-to-air missiles. Projects Miracl (sic) and Chair Heritage will 

soon offer the United States operational naval weapo~s to be used against 

anti-ship missiles. It is probable that the Soviet Union will deploy its 

own naval laser on a Kirov class ship sometime before the end of 1984 . 

strategic lasers are in various stages of development. Both the 

United States and the Soviet Union have constructed operational prototypes 

which will be scaled-up for use as a weapon before the end of this decade. 

A pivotal United States test will take place sometime during the next 

eighteen months, when a laser will shoot down a Polaris SLBM. 

The United States appears to be ahead of the Soviet Union in 

laser guidance mechanisms and optics. The Soviet Union leads in energy 

sources and, according to at least one source, operationalizing the weapon. 

When las~s and particle beam weapons are deployed, they will offer 

an effective defense against ballistic missiles. Such a defense will deny 

a second strike capability. This will negate the fundamental principle of 

deterrence. The risks of war will be lowered to the point wherein either 

the United States or the Soviet Union would benefit. It is for this reason 

that the probability of thermonuclear war has increased "trernendo~sly, and 

will continue to increase. 

If the United States or th~ Soviet Union is ready to deploy an 

effective ballistic missile defense, then the other nation might have no 

option other than to attack. Complete, overwhelming superiority would be" 

attained. If the less-advanced nation did not launch a first strike, then 

the more-advanced nation (that is, the one with the lasers in orbit) would 

be tempted to strike before its absolute advantage could be negated. 

If a thermonuclear war does not occur with the advent of energy 

weapons, then those weapons will dictate a new deterrence doctrine: Assured 
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Safety. However, it would be most unwise to assume that the logic of 

Assured Safety will overcome the illogic of fear. 

Nations do not gamble with their survival. Neither the United 

States nor the Soviet Union will allow the other to achieve a perfect, 

unilateral defense. Given the hatred and distrust which exists between 

the two countries, thermonuclear war is probable., 

Thus is the quest for safety f~aught with danger. The involved 

technology can not be halted, for knowledge builds upon itself. It 

appears that the time has come for the United States and the Soviet 

Union to recognize the common danger and begin cooperating. 

If both nations pooled their technology in lasers, particle 

beam weapons and anti-satellite weapons, neither would achieve overwhelming 

superiority. Cooperation is infinitely more preferable than destruction. 

Steph¢n B; Zatuchni, Ph.D. 
649 South Henderson Road 

C - 402 
King of Prussia, PA. 19406 
Telephone: (215) 265 - 2616 

stephen B. Zatuchni earned his doctorate in Political Science, 
with formal field specialization in Strategic Studies and 
InteT?1.ational Relations. He liXts formerly a fea"tuX'ed columnist 
for The (Phitadelphia) Bulletin. 
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Stephen B. Zatuchni. Ph.D. 
649 South Henderson Road 
C-402 
King of Prussia, PA. 19406 
(215) 265- 2616 

Marshall Whithed, Ph.D. 
Yardley Commons, #1810 
300 South Main Street 
Yardley, PA. 19067 
(215) 493- 0496 

During the past several years, there has arisen a 
considerable corpus of evidence which indicates that the major, 
international oil companies playa substantive role in government. 

For example. it has been demonstrated that world oil supplies 
have always exceeded world demand, but, oil "shortages" have become 

"expected . " 

It therefore became appropriate for research into the 
mechanisms by which oil "exporting nations and the international 

oil cO'Qlpanies exert tpeir influence. Our research commenced wLth 

a simulation-modeling of the world energy situation . 

This simulation demonstrated the ability of the multinationals 
to alter gover~tnt policy to their own ends. These alterations 
are often not in the best interests of the host countries. 

Such manipulations are accomplished primarily because the 
host countries rely upon the multinationals for their energy data . 
Indeed, recent events have demonstrated a willingness of the 
multinationals to "go public." 

These events include the appointment of four Bechtel Group 
employees t o the highest levels of United States government. During 
their tenure, news from the Middle East has been monstrously (we do 
not use the word loosely) distorted. Arab investment in the United 
States has been, literally, classified by the Departments of Commerce 

and Treasury. Indeed, United States policy toward the oil-exporting 
nations can be shown to be inimical to United States interests. 

This proposed article can also explain how anti-Semitism 

has become "accepted ll by the United States, and provide an 
understanding of the traditional view which Islamic oil-exporting 

nations hold of Jews (~.~. , In Jordan , it is a capital offense to 

sell land to a Jew) . 



Cct 13, 1982 

Dear Georgette, 

AS I noted in OUr phone conversation today, I and a colleague, 
and/or I'alone, : and/or he . alone-, have prepared "a nUl!!ber of 
Qut llnee and/or revised a number 'ofexlstent article s for 
possible publication in Commenta.ry. 

Also, tonight, after Our phone conversation, I h2V.~ prep!.reda nather 
proSpGct UB Cenclosed), which sounds more like what Marc 1,a 
interested In. 

What ne"eds to "happen- 1st hat- M~c and: I have to sit do~n and 
go over the ' ya:rlous pro.po~a1s -ahd pot ~nt lal a~rtlclesj :w1;th 
specifics in front of hi-m, THE~ he can "react and g"lve . 
guidance as .to whathe 11:l -1nks might 5corein Commentary arid v1hat 
not l and in his react-1ons .pro and con.I .enunid ate- gujd ance as 
to what. we .:mould be dping. . 

I have lnclUd·ed Dr Zatuchnl i"n various 'p'arts oft his; he i s .£ 
formeOr" doctoral stud'ent of. mi~~; a l so former teCiching a.ss.ist?ntj 
and he has been doing some relevant research ·in t hiS area., ·His 
work roIllpl.1meht~. my . ow·n in various way,s. I want t 0 bring· SOlIe of 
this work t,o ¥arc 's attoent l on •. As' to ::-om[!J@ntap., . ~ybe· Marc 
might comet 0 the . conclusion Dr, Zatuchni and should write 
togeth'er , lndepen?entlY, not o.t all , V'rhatever . . 

My goals in this pr() j"ect are two-fold. First, as. you suggested 
arid , Marc suggested to you, it .s~a way to get vislb-11ity and that 
might l ead to j obs,,: Obviously·, I ·need a job, to pay the bills and 
survive . My · experiences· inthis depression have been very discouraging--
1n t erms of findin g :£) Ire t hing at all, AND ALSO in ·terms of how 
low. Ia mstooping in my a pplicati on.9, in terms of things I really 
don t want to do, and in SOlIE l nstances,applylng and c anql.dating 
for-jobs, now, t hat are comple"td-Y against my moral principles. For 
the first time, SID as you know I have been t hru s orne fa sa l e sin 
Illy earl19r' career., I realize and KNmi the ha rd way that I coo not 
afford, to have moral scruples ; that must be ~old out in order to 
get a joba. nd survive ~ That knowledge isn't doing mypsycre any 
goOd. 

Second goal: One of myst:~.rong points (but v .eryd isturl1 rg ones) is · 
that I caT!. put together thG bigger picture, the lo~ -range impllc
ations . I see a lot of things fitting together, I dan~t like the 
directions suggested, and I see al l around me ( i includlng all those 
good people .:J: met at the D C. conference--I did SOlIE pro jective 
questl.oning--) not seeing>howt hings fit together . So also in: 
this ~ommontar:r(s) article6s), I woUl. d, while meeting the first 
goal a b9ve, also 11ke to wake 8 ome ueefu 1 people up. This/the se 
artic le~s) could , if properly devel oped, !leet BOTH goals, and 
Iw ould like t 0 succeed in both. 

,I" s< 
Zatuchnl s style 1s ~::! academic, given his new~paper cplumn bent . 
Mine is more acad ernie and research oriented -- perhaps too much 
80 for both goals . The combination may be good . I would appreci ate 
Marc ' 9 thinkirg ant hat. Also yours. 

As things are now developing I may not get to NYCt .hisweekend. Am 
dependent upon others for s. very compll cC'.t'3d set of travels thru 

over 
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next 'Yeekend - -the people are notd ependable J and t hin,sa . are 
not falling into pl ace . 

AS8ull~,in5. I do :.ma.ke it , ~ '7i~l ca l l "you Sat am wh.en , le, t e'am, . 
I settb NYC., . .. and see.lf·~· e~can errange a time to"meet<w.ith 
Marc. - . 

If things don ' t work out 
J1!.eet roOf tlII!e'soon~ 

Given the sftuatlon here , _ I cannot make tripe to NYC unless I 
have multiple and hopefully product i ve m-=etings. set up . 9ne ,of . 
the probl ems ',171tht his ~atur .d.ay i s that t "he lcc"al train to 1f.ew~:r.k 
and thus PA:rH tq .~-<:: ;.9nlY "1'\1-n8 on weekday's , arrf to get to :NYC .on 
weekendS als6 invo'lves expens,ive. taxi fares: tOo and :from ,the 
Trenton stat i on. So~ his ., Saturd-ay o:eet"lng"jtiet may not .~e ~,he 
most productfvealrocatJon -of my res:;. urc'es . It)9 a g 00(1 and 
wcrthy group; tryingtodog ooat hinge. I n more ordinary timeS r 
Vlolild defi ni tely partici pate, especl.a _:l,y s i nee I am on, t_he_ ~oard 
of Dire ctor.s. Bu:t &gaod works I jus"t · don t -"se'em: af.~ordabl ( .no.w-• •.• 

Is ~Ja~'c :ram'iliar' w)ih this g~~~~ o~ t~e~~nclos'~q not.·er/f·;~·i .Ch 
p l ease ie.tu'rn,' x~rox~l1g if ,you '.vish) . ~ommit:tee '-of pOncerned . 
Scientists., re ,coviet. J-,~wry . sc'l enliflc· level. Since , o?-t the" 
time. I was dping a lot-:Of East·ern . uropean re'see:rcl) an'd }.t'8.vc+ J 

I never formally a r"fliiated, . althpugh there was - coordfnat'i o TI" if 
yau know wha t I mean • • • ,_. J 

--- 'Be s t"~ - '-'.----0 

... 

. .. 

, . 

-. 



ARTICLE PROSPECTUS 

Marshall H. Whlthcd, PhD 
No. 1810 Y~rdley Commons 
Yardley, PA. 19067 
2l5~493 -0496 

Stephen L. Zatuchnl, PhD 
649 South Henderson Rd. 
0.;:.402 . . 

King · of Prussia, PA. 19046 
215-265-2616 

The past decade has witnes-sed major revolutions in international 
economics, particularly as relates to energy/all supply • . At the 
s.a~e time, Or actually, with a slight, several year, time lag, 
we have witnessed first tentative beginning signs, and now si~nlflcant 
indicators, of an alteration of the traditional American full - suPport 
for Israel. 

The indica.tions of potential Ameriqan reversal of support for the 
Israel~state have now become apparent to the public. Many of the 
underlying causes, Or ~ .causes I which seem to be I aPParent' to 
key decision.:..makers. are not so obvious. 

A relatively new technique in the social sciences, employ~d 
extensi vely in several policy a.nalysis fields ,by the authors, 
highlighted the 11kllhoOd oft hese develop~cnts, and the implications 
for the Israeli state, in the late 1960' s well before these events 
began to transpire in 1973. Whereas these events seem to burst 
on an unsuspec,ting w0rld 'out of i;.he blue~ and without any 
anticipation, actually .they were forecast rrith chilling accuracy 
in 1967-68. Further utilization of the techniques, called simulation 
analYSiS, highlighted further developments wbich now seem to be 
'coming to pass. : .. ~-, 

In this article the authors explain their work '.'lith these new 
computer a nalysis techniques. Then they . discuss ,their pioneering 
work in the late Sixties and early Seventies applying these tech",:" 
nlques to issues in the Middle East and highly relevant to inter
nst!onal policy in that area. 

The heuristic findings 'a nd i 'ndications of these early sessions 
for ' the future of the :M1ddle East are discussed. 

Later developments in the Middle East .are then analyzed, with 
especial ref.erence to the issues raised by tne simulation modeling ' 
analysis work earlie~ performed. 

From this, impli'cations for further d evelopment.s of international 
political alighments in the Middle East are presented. 

These prognoses may not be viewed as desirable .by many 0f our . 
readers. Regardless of that, t he issue ie that there are powerful 
ecoro mie/socio/political forces at work which tend to motivate many 
decision~makers in particular directions. It is Our feeling that 
mere wish-saying for the d esired outcomes will not, in t he a beence 
of workable plans and rno.tlvations. be of use. Rather) the key leverage 
points to cha~e directions and future outeomes must be found, and 
operationalized. The research analysis m~thodologl~B discussed above 
by these authors have the potential of pointing iriru' he direction of 
identifying and' orient1ng the neW leverage pqints necessary to changing 
the present drift of American realighment in the Middle East. 'The final 
part of this article, then, suggests SOIDe of these revised directions" 

and a research plan to furth e r define and ~efine these • 



Oct 17 
Dea r Georgette/Marc, 

My meet ings in l\ryC la s t Seturd8_y , contre r y t o my expectat'icns , 
ren until 3:30 in ·t he afterncon . When I tried t o reach you the n, 
which we.s l a t e r by f ar than the 2 pm we agreed upon , I go t ~'your 
anew9!'lng machi ne . Di tto I?hen I cal l ed aga i n Jus:t be fore le avi ng 
NYC l a t e Saturday . - . 
I am supposed t o come t o N~C agaib for a seminar/c onferenc~ on 
computers in hum.an services a nd pri vacy'"~' confident i e llty , a nd 
ac ceSe! o f information -- Oct 25/26 . Al ec , as an outgrowth of 
l a.et Sa turday ' s meeting , I am invi ted to a confe rence/mee tins 
the · eveni ns of Nov 9 , a,nd probably eorne s e ssi one ·. earlier on 
that dao.y -- again in NYC. In either instance, I cou ld c ome up 
a day early, or stay a day l ater . tj0pefully it ~'ou ld be poss i ble 
.~o !:fst togethe r with Marc on one of these trl p~"i-~' re t he 
~ommentary article???? 
Pleas e l et m. knowca cUlck phone call (Yardl ey 215-493 - 0496) or 
poetca rd (address in Ye.rdley on envelope) . :r tv i ll ' a ls o ca ll, if 
I ha.ve not yet he E. r d f r:::lm you, when am next i n ~"YC . 
ASE!l..lID i ng: the poseiblli ty tha t we could not get togethe r this l as t 
trip t o NYC ,. . I h ad ee.rl i er (lae t Heds orThurs) mail ed off a 
prospe ct us on one .POBst ble verson of the COffiiIl entary arti c :J. e 
out line. Tha t moet cloe ely 2ppro xiII!a tedwhat you , G·~orget te , 
conveyed t o me w hen I c all ed yo u on my l as t Weds trip to NYC . 
Enclosed i e another prospectu5,based on EAR LIER d1scussi ons 
wit h 2. colleague of mi ne , B.nd hi s version of a ' a rt i cle'll e 
could wel l write. This .!=.:--..t he ::'Inly c opy of that , ~o pleas..;. 
xerox Bnd return. _ . . 
Dr ~3.t uchni 8.nd I h~,ve a lso i'lrl tten a draft artic le (articl e , 
not out line) on ~~ chnlquee of ~ovie t Expans i on. : A case Study 
of Syri a , II Which I wou ld be g l e.a t o send Marc for 
revi ew i t: desired . Aleo , Zat uchn i has an article liOn Deterrence" 
whi ch I am enclos i ng , jus t in case that should be of intere st . 

The i dea i s to' gi ve Marc s. cou ple of ' pOss i b ilities. so that h;::; 
c an reac~ and provide guidance as t o which mi ght be the beEt way 
to go . . 

Pl ease l~t me know if and· when we c ang et togeth<:!r . 

Best , JijJ /#"/ 
Me!'shaii{;ih~ 

. , .. - ...... ~.- · ·,·--------_______ n __ .' __ m_ .. --. 
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Decr Colleague: 

LDlJ S. Cbertoff 
Eurlltivr Dirw:to, 

You are cordially invited to attend the Annual Program Meeting of the 
Committee of Concerned Scientists on Sunday, December 14, 1975 at 
1:15 pm. 

. __ _ _ ,:---:-- . _ .. "=""_ --,"_ L 

"The meeting will take place at Automation House, 49 East 68th Street 
(BetNee.n Park and Madison Avenues), New York City, N. Y. 10021. 

The program for the afternoon is as follows: 

S:peaker: 

Topic: 

Discussant: 

William Root 
Acting Director 
U~S.Stote Deporhnent Office of 
Soviet and E~European Science and 
Technology Affairs . 

US/USSR Scientific and Technological 
Ex(;hange Programs: a description and ana~ysis 

Jos~ph l. Bi nnan 
Henry Semat Professor of Physics 
Gty College - CUNY 

··We-hope· very much -you j" sdledule· wH I -per·mlt you ~to-:-~t;~~d ·: Please 
complete and return the enclosed cord in time for us to plan p-:operly 
for your attendance. . 

Sincerely yours, 

1\·.~:s~Je~ ~C~' 
(0- Che i rman Co-Chai rman 

November 14, 1975 




